Research Help Sheet

Searching for articles and eBooks about a particular Graphic Designer?

Go to www.library.tcu.edu > FrogScholar box

Follow the FrogScholar search examples shown below:

Tips!

The quotation marks around the designer name holds the two words together in that order. We call this phrase searching. It’s also important to include the word designer because FrogScholar searches across many disciplines and the name of a designer is sometimes also the name of another, unrelated person.
There are cases where our databases don’t connect to full text via FrogScholar, even if we actually do have access. If you are in a rush, try other articles listed further down the page. Often the same article will appear twice and the links to full text will work on the second listing.

If the article or book still does not make itself available to you in full text, just Ask A Librarian at reference@tcu.edu for help. Send us the article’s citation info and we will verify whether or not TCU has access.